Pedro Piñera Buendía
Profile	


Electronic and Communication Engineering student in UPV. Passionate about the
world of computing and telecommunications and over the past year involved in the
IOS application development. Always looking for new business ideas to implement.	


Further Education	


6 years of Computer Science, from beginners to advanced computing in CEAN
Academy and obtaining European Computer Driving License ECDL	


!

In 2011 Application development for iOS Course in ImaginaGroup	

In 20211 Skills development for oral presentations (10 Hours). Polytechnic
University of Valencia	
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688 900 052	

E-MAIL	


pepibumur@gmail.com	

WEBSITE	


www.ppinera.es

LANGUAGE COURSES	

In 2010 a English course in Malta financed by a MEC grant for 3 weeks, obtaining a
certificate accrediting my English level B2.	

In 2007, 2008 and 2011 three intensive English courses (1month), Upper
Intermediate Level, with native teachers in the academy CEAN.	

First Certificate in English by Cambridge	


Prizes	

UNIVERSIDAD POLITÉCNICA DE VALENCIA - UPV	

Prize for the best academic record 2010/2011 because of the admision marks 13,57	


Competencies & interests	


!

- Mobile development: iOS & basic Android	

- Other frameworks: AFNetworking, Cocoapods, Custom controls...	

- Distribution: App Store, Google Play, Testflight, HockeyApp	

- Metrics: Google Analytics, Distimo, Flurry	

- Crashes: Crashlytics, Testflight, Hockeyapp	

- Database: Coredata, SQLite	

- CMS: Wordpress & Blogger	

- Server development: Python, Django, Flask, Rails, Jeckyll 	

- Development: Python, Ruby, OpenCV, CImg, C, Java, GIT	

- Graphic Design: Adobe Photoshop 	

- APIs: Facebook, Google, Filmaster,Youtube, TMDB, Redbooth	

- Markup Sytaxis: Markdown	

- Continuous Integration: TravisCI, Wercker	


!

!
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OpenSource Libs	
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As a developer I’ve contributed with OpenSource community and every time I’ve developed
a new module/control for my app I’ve tried to add it a Library character in order to share it
with the community through Github. I’ve developed libraries for iOS, Python and Java and
shared them in my Github account. The following are the most important and most used
libraries:	

• Wordme: Wordme is a OpenSource to help people to improve their vocabulary thanks to
mobile notifications. App automatically generates reminders with words in user list. The app
is linked with Wercker for CI and HockeyApp. https://github.com/pepibumur/Wordme	

• PPiAwesomeButton: An iOS library with some UIButton implementation as a category
and as a subclass that allows the user to have a flat button design with FontAwesome icons.
This library is available in CocoaPods and used in many apps. https://github.com/pepibumur/
PPiAwesomeButton	

• EditTextMentions: Java library to detect mention while the user is writing in an editText.
This library uses regular expressions and thanks to interfaces notify the developer when a
mention has started and finished to show for example an user selector. https://github.com/
pepibumur/EditTextMentions	
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• WordreferenceController: A wrapper for Wordreference API to find words in
Wordreference ( Library created for Wordme ) https://github.com/pepibumur/WordreferenceController
• Emojize: iOS library that parse emoji characters to Emoji Github cheat sheet. https://
github.com/pepibumur/emojize
• PPIFlatSegmentedControl: UIFlagSegmented implementation based on
PPIAwesomeButton with extra methods and features for example to add icons and flat
design. https://github.com/pepibumur/PPiFlatSegmentedControl
• MagicMP: Multipeer connectivity wrapper to make implementation easy thanks to new
classes and methods based on blocks instead of using delegates. https://github.com/
pepibumur/MagicMP
• PPiShowTime: iOS library that parses information of Google Showtime ( directly from
HTML ) to show user showtime information based in his location. https://github.com/
pepibumur/PPiShowtime-Google-iOS-Library
• PushPy: Python server implementation in Flask to manage users and their device tokens
adding form website to send notifications to your users without using 3rd platforms like
UrbanAirship, … https://github.com/pepibumur/PushPy

Apps in App Store	


Not Slower: Not Slower is a new revolutionary app for those runners who want to
keep their pace constant.	
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iPremio: Out of trouble, out complications, you just have to get the iPhone from your
pocket, open iPremio and enter your tenth. Instantly know if your number has been
awarded.	
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eParkings: App to locate the charging of electric vehicles in Spain and Portugal.
Displays all those who have parking spots, private or public, along with all relevant
information about the parking. It also shows the charging points near the user, sorted
by distance and calculates the route to the points.	
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Solare: Thank you Solare know at any moment and in any position the UV Index in
your area and know the maximum exposure time for this index.	

	

The main objective of Solare is to avoid the risks caused by solar exposure,
whether adults and young people every day and cause new diseases in the skin very
dangerous for health.	


yonkiPOPS is a great tool for all movie lovers who wants to have a powerfull pocket
tool. With this application you can seek information from any movie, to check the
billboard of your nearest theaters and buy the tickets. All without leaving the
application. Moreover you’ll be able to get film recommendations according to films
watched and rated thanks to an intelligent algorithm.	


!
Apps in Play Store	
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PlayTV: TV App to watch channels of Spanish Digital Television platform. Updated
channels lists, integrated with Flurry Analytics to report broken down channels, and
designed for Tablet & Smartphone. That’s my first Android app which is several weeks
in the top o Entertaiment paid apps in Spain.	
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